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So you have decided to buy a MG 'Y' Series "One and a Quarter litre" sports saloon or 
Toure~ you have read up on all the road tests available and the excellent books that abound 
on any MG show stall or shop. You have been to a few MG shows and have spoken to 
the owners . The car is w hat you want and you have a good idea of the abilit ies. running 

costs. spares availability. insurance, etc. Now it is time to look at the cars for sale to find 
your ideal version. 

The YA and VB 
Shock number one will be the pri<es of the cars on the market. For an older MG the 'YA 
and 'YB' are very cheap Indeed. If you compare the almost identical 'T series such as a TO, 
they retch twice as much as the little MG saloon. The TF will be four times the price. 
All use very similar parts. but only the 'Y' can take four people in comfort. The T series 

uses the same, or VIrtually identical mechanical parts. TIle car has a great number of grease 
nipples that require attention every 1000 miles, and oil changes at every 3000 miles. 
Servicing an older car is qUite an expense if you cannot do it yourself. Fail to service it 
properly and things will seize up and break. Service it properly and most of it will last for 
ages and ages. well beyond that of the equivalent sealed-far-life modem car part. 

The MG 'One and a Quarter litre' sports saloon is of its age. and the open 'T' senes 
is state of the art for the times. That simply means the car is not a 19905 sports hatch and 
cannot hope to keep up with modern motorway traffic. Under its bonnet is an engine that 
can date its design back to the 1920s. though also having some very modem engineering 
inside it. It is an overhead-valve (OHV) unit of I 250cc giving out 46 brake-horse-power 
on the 'Y'. and 54bhp on the 'T' series. That is 12SOcc pulling a car' weighing almost a 
tonne. (21 cwt.) so today the performance now seems very pedestrian. Back in 1937. 
when the cars were first put onto paper. the 'Y' to be ready for the 1939 Motor show. its 
70mph max speed was very good, its specification excellent. its road-holding superb. 
This was In comparison with other six-light, four door family saloons. of the late I 930s. The 
little MG sports saloon was a w.; Golf GTI of rts day. 
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The enles' w~y ,,, tell a YA from ~ VB i, to look ", 
,he rn r Wi"El. The YA has bigger wheel •. so t ll<! wing 
;sl~lower 
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so YOU WANT TO BUY AN MG 'Y' TYPE? 

Bodywork 
N. a result of the 'liberal lubrication' by the XPAG engine. the front end of a Y Type rarely 
suffers from rust problems. However, the oi l from the engine does not reach the rear-end, 
and as a consequence 'metal worm' can be rampant in certain areas. Areas that require 
particular attention and close inspection are: 

• The rear end of the chassis. immediately below the spare wheel compartment. 
• The bottom of the spare wheel compartment. 
• The bottom of the boot lid. 
• The inner rear wheel arches where the wing bolts on to the main body tub. Look for 

'tell tale' signs of bubbling. 
• The bottom of all doors. 
• The rear spring hangers. the shackled end rot as well. lool<ing after. 

• The sun roof (YA& YB) there are drain pipes from each comer, front and back; check they - --,. ... .., 
are clear of rotten leaves. 

• Look at the wiring very carefully, by now the car should have had a new loom frtted; 
old wires wil l have had their insulation either crumble, or rot away. 

• Look at the brake master-cylinder, or at least wipe it with a rag to see if it is 'weeping'. 
It is located immediately beneath the brake pedal. 

• The floorboards - however these are easily replaced with 'Marine Ply'. 
The majority ofY Types will now have been subject to a full or partial restoration and 

therefore many of the above areas will have been addressed. It is important to check the 
quality of work undertaken and a small magnet will enable you to differentiate between 
'filler' and ·metal' . As with buying any car, beware of a recent resprayed car without Cf>eckthe boo, lid """ spare wheel cupboiord for 

photographic evidence of work undertaken. corrosion. 

The XPAG engine In ~ YB 
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Engine!Transmission 
If you are going to look at a restoration job, the engine is going to need a full rebuild, as is 
the gearbox, brakes, suspension, steering and rear axle. Gearboxes often only require 
new bearings and oil seals, rear axles the same, though note that fitted to the TD, TF and 
YB is the later hypoid type and longer living. (These have the Nuffield axle; the others use 
the Morris spiral-bevel axle.) As you will have read all about the cars. you will also know 
the braking systems differ as well. twin leading shoe on the TD, TF. YB, and single leading 
shoe on the others. Whilst they all look as if they do come from the 1930s with their 
upright styling. the independent front suspension. rack and pinion steering, OHVengine. 
three synchro gearbox and hydraulic brakes are more late I 950s. The steering and 
suspension was later used on the MGA and MGB slightly modified. 

If the car you are going to see is a runner and advertised as with MOT. tax and drivable, 
then you can do quite a bit to check out the running gear. When you arrive have a long 
chat with its owner. An enthusiast will tell you a great deal about it, any work done, 
and possibly anything that will need work. Check the engine is not hot. as you will want 
to see how the car starts from cold. Walk about the car, does it sit level, what are the door 
gaps like, tyre condition, how clean is the engine, battery condition, (take ifs cover off,) 
what is the wiring like? You are getting a general feel for the car, its condition, how it has 
been kept and serviced. look undemeath at the kingpins, is there clean grease coming 
out of them? Or are they dry and rusty looking? Take out the engine dipstick, look at the 
oil, is it clean or thick black muck? Take off the engine oil filler cap, is it clean inside or is there 
lots of white 'mayonnaise'? This white foamy looking stuff tells of a cold running engine. 
possibly with an internal water leak. Grey oil is an indication of oil mixed with water. 
Look underneath at the engine sump. If it is all dry and clean that is very suspect and has 
probably been wiped recently, as these old engines all weep at the timing cover seal and 
the rear crankshaft seal after a few miles. The front seal is a bit of asbestos rope, the rear 
seal a reverse-scroll type. These engines were being built a long lime before neoprene 
spring-loaded lip-seals. Look where the car is usually parked, that wil l tell you how much 
the engine/gearbox/rear axle leaks. The gearbox should not leak, but the speedometer 
drive may seep a little. The rear axle again should not leak. These two units have leather 
lip-seals. Check the steering rack boots for splits and leaks whilst you are underneath. 
(MGAones fit.) 
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To assist in finding spares, the YA and YT use TC mechanical bits: the YB uses TD(fF 
mechanical bits, 

So, now get Into the drivers seat. pull out the choke ifirs a cold day, tum on the ignition 
and pull the starter button on the 'Ys dash board. AJI XPAGs fire up instantly as long as you 
let the fuel pump tick away till the carburettor float chamber is full. The engine should idle 
over a little fast with the choke out, but look at the ammeter. it should be charging a little 
after the use of the starter motor. Glance at the oil pressure gauge which should be 
creeping up to about SOpsi. Once the engine is hot, the oil pressure will be between I S 
to 60 psi depending upon the condition of the engine, at idle rpm. But at 30mph it should 
be firm on 40 to SOpsi or more, engine hot. People worry a lot over oil pressure, and it 
is one of the easiest 'pressures' to bodge by adding washers to the pressure relief valve's 
spring. As long as it is over 40 at 30mph, and at least 10psi at idle, there will not be a great 
deal wrong. It is the sound the engine makes that is important. It will 't ick' a little under the 
rocker cover, as these engines are very 'tappety'. Now leave the engine running whilst you 
listen to it. Wait until the radiator cap is hot. (there is no water temperature gauge on these 
the 'Y', and the system is not pressurized.) This will take a good ten minutes. When you 
started the engine , a glance in the rear view mirror would have shown you a puff of blue 
smoke. This will be oil that drained down the inlet valve guides. These engines DO USE 
OIL, it is quite nonnal. it is haw much that is important. Blue smoke on initial starting up 
is nothing to worry about: it is residual from the guides. 

But blue smoke all the time it is running is a hint of serious wear. To check this out we 
need to go for a drive. But before this, open the bonnet and look under the water pump. 
My water dripping from here shows the water pump is worn out. Look down at the 
engine breather, the pipe that runs down behind the distributor. There should not 
be any smoke coming out of this, though a StT"IilIl amount of oil vapour may stain 
the chassis. Remember, these old engines do not have enclosed breather systems 
as on modem cars. Many of them leave a little 'fingerprint' of their oil drips when 
parked, not something people with posh driveways relish. Only a new XPAG 
engine does not leak, or one with an empty sump! Leakage includes that oil mist that 
escapes via the breathers. A very oily rocker cover may indicate the engine has wom 
pistons and rings. as the oil is blown out of the oil fi ller cap and from the vent pipe to the 
air silencer. Take a look at all the core plugs you can see, none should be weeping. lv1y 
with signs of rust may be about to burst. A rattle at the front of the engine may be a worn 
timing chain. This needs the sump removing to change it, not an easy task. 

Oavid I'<!lkam. c:or YT/EXA./Kl4619. One ohow> <he 
Hoodframe and $IcIe=eem without Qnv>.<. one shows !he 
full rear (me:orea moll prone '0 ruU). with !he hood up 
.howo"ll me correc, lize and Iocat;on of me reM" window. 
anolher .hows the Iea,her interior (.he YT dOe! not have 
'he Burr Walnul capping. tha, 'he Saloon h..d) and Ihe 
Oll\or Ihows , he car hood down", me Barley Mow pub In 
T~ndrldge. Surrey. 

THE GEAR LEVER MAY 
'ZZIZZZ' AT SPEED ... 

NQ\N, having done all of the above, take 
the car fOl"" a run. The dutch should be firm 
and easy to operate. Glance down at the 
pedals as you push in the dutch, the brake 
pedal should NOT move. They run on the 
same shaft and if not lubricated can become 
very stiff and interact. This clutchlbrake 
pedal interaction is an MOT failure point. 
The ~rst gear will need firm engagement as 
it uses direct cogs, (as is reverse) and all the 
gears will seem low. Unless you are an 
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expert at double-de-c1utching never engage 
first with the car moving. Drive off and 
change gear as required. Second, third and 
top will be easy as these have synchromesh. 
Now go back down the OOX, but NOT into 
first. Do this a few times to check the 
synchromesh is good. If the gears crunch a 
little . try double-de-c1utching as this 
may improve the change. If you cannot 
double-de-c1utch. now is the time to learn. 
The gearbox should not be noisy, but 

sometimes the rear axle can whine. This is 
more noticeable as you get nearer 6Omph. 
The gear lever may 'zzizzz' at speed, this 
can be bearing wear inside the OOX, or just 
the rear axle send ing its whine up the 
propeller shaft. Sometimes the 'zizzzz' can 
be cured by fitting a gear lever knob wFth a 
rubber insert inside. There should not be 
any loud clanks from the transmission, if 
there are propeller shaft universal-joints 
may be worn. The steering should be very 
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Check !he or.its 1.,....,1. and 'Iooks' right, 

good, the rack and pinion and ifs make the car feel very modem. If cross ply tyres are 
fitted. they will scrub and squeal on fastcomers, but if radial ply tyres are fitted the car w ill 
run quieter but the steering will be much heavier. That is why the steering wheel is so big, 
to give you leverage. 

The brakes on the TC. YA and YT are good. but those on the TO. TF and YB are far 
better: These last three use twin-leading-shoe front brakes. All of them need a very firm 
foot on the brake pedal. as there is no servo-assistance. Basically the harder you push. the 
better they are. The pedal should be firm and only go down half way. Again it should not 
move the clutch pedal, or hit it. The little MG saloons are pleasant to drive. and in their 
element between 20 and 55 mph. It w ill love secondary roads and winding lanes, but fast 
trunk roads will be hard work and motorways far too fast. 

Upon returning leave the engine idling over for about ten minutes, then blip the 
throttle. Only a small amount of blue smoke should come out of the exhaust. If there is a 
lot. the engine needs a rebore and probably new valve guides. If only the valve guides are 
worn, ask the vendor if the engine is converted for lead-free petrol. If not, then the fault 
will be cured once new valves and guides are fitted. Worn pistons are another story and 
will mean an expensive engine rebuild. On the drive you had there should not have been 
any ratt ling from the engine and the oil pressure should have remained about 40 to SOpsi 
when on the move. Now after the run. with the hot engine idling. look at the oil pressure 
gauge. If there is virtually no pressUi'e, this will confirm the engine is wom out if there is 

blue smoke from the exhaust pipe. Check the carburettor now; there should not be any 
fuel leaks. Look under the car to see if any oil has magically reappeared where all was dry 
before the run. Small drips are not too serious and can be lived with. Undo the radiator 
cap with a cloth. (it is not pressurized on the Y Type. only on the TF.) and see where the 
water level is. It should be at the bottom of the filler neck, if out of sight, where has it 
gone? Look underneath for drips. Inspect the radiator matrix carefully, this is expensive to 
rebuild. Do this with the engine stopped. or that fan will take your fingers off. 

What is your impression? If you like the car now is the time to give other items a firm 
check over. Jack up each wheel in turn and check for worn wheel bearings and tyre 
condition. Spin the steering from lock to lock, checking for play in the kingpins with a tyre 
lever under the wheel. lifting the lever as the MOT examiner does to see if there is play 
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the JACKALlsystem work! 
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YT/EXU/l31B belonging to N ;u;cy And",....,n of 
Colomdo. Note thi' i, an export mod,,1 to the USA 
LHD and not the ind"lCttors fiored intO th" re>r w ings. 
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in the kingpin. Look at brake hose condrtion, no cracks and check brake pipes for corrosion. 
Look hard at suspension fixings and rear spring hangers for rust. Undemeath grasp the 
very rear end of the gearbox and shove it up towards the noor hard. It should not move, 
unless the rear eye-bolt is broken. This eye-bolt holds the gearbox down onto the cross 
member and somet imes the casting cracks if the car has been 'yumped' over bridges, ete. 
The action of the car landing forces the prop-shaft forward and this can hFt the gearbox 
breaking this mount ing. Check the U~s on the propeller shaft: do they look dry and rusty) 
Grasp the shaft each side of a joint and try twisting in opposite directions. Any play is bad 
news. O n the YA look at the chassis to rear axle Panhal·d rod, are the end fix ings in good 
condition? On the YB look hard at the front anti-roll-bar. This differs from the MGNMGB 

fixing and can crack at the lower spring pan mounting points . 
The front 'lever-arm· damper is part of the upper suspension arm. If its trunion does 

not get greased regularly. the bolt seizes in the trunion and twists in the damper arms. 
Eventually it breaks and you crash. The guide is fine rust dust around the bolt ends and an 
awful squeak when depressing the front w ings that goes away in the wet. Grasp the car at 
each bumper comer and bounce it up and down to see if the damper on that corner 
works. Any leaks from them mean fitting a reconditioned unit, more expense, and a MOT 
fa ilure if you do not. 

The Jackall system probably may work, though many do on the front end only. You can 
try it out but the rear axle hose is often shredded and the rear jacks seized up. Use ordinary 
motorcycle fork oil in the reservoir. Never trust the Jackall system to go under the car, 
without axle stands. Many MOT examiners mistake this for the brake master cylinder 
reservoir. The master cylinder is under a little steel cover under the driver's side fioor. 
The floors are wood by the way, so be very suspicious of cars fitted with seat belts. 

Looking under the car again, at the back of the brake back-plates, look for damp areas 
where brake nuid has seeped out. If there is any doubt over brake cylinder leaking, take 
off that wheel and brake drum to check. Early single-leading shoe brakes w ill need the 
cylinders re-lining, though the YB uses the later 'tJs' TD(fF items, and often just a seal 
replacement kit is needed. 

The XPAG engine is a tough unit, but suffers the common faults of early OHV types. 
That is a high wear rate of the camshaft, cam-fo llowers, rocker arms, rocker shaft and 
valve guides. The timing chain also ratt les if the oil pressu re gets low, as it. has an 
oil -pressurized tensioner. The long stroke also means rpm is limited , so long runs at high 
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